President Emeritus Stephen Sundborg, S.J. “As president I personally of 42 years working in higher education—Tim Leary, PhD, will step down before You Go: Deep Gratitude for 25 Years and our first in-person Projects Day since 2019,” says director Rachael students, this is also our first year in our new Project Center spaces … we are celebrating 35 years of projects that have impacted thousands of Why it matters: annual Projects Day, June 3, noon–6:30 p.m., in Sullivan Hall and the work over the course of the academic year will be showcased at the 35th Through Seattle University’s Project Center, students are truly completely eliminate its use of natural gas.

What’s next: forestry preservation effort and energy-efficient stoves in Honduras.

Why it matters: Seattle University’s carbon offsets will support a local forestry preservation effort and energy-efficient stoves in Honduras.

5. Costco Executive New Chair of SU Board Pat Callans, ’08 LEMBA, steps into the role of the new chair of Seattle University’s Board of Trustees humbled and with an eye to the future, “steered by the university’s reimagined Strategic Directions and grounded us to carry that forward.”

On his connection with SU: “…Recent alumni to people who graduated decades ago all said the Chang for representing our university at its very best,” says Provost What they’re saying: named for Father McGoldrick

23 McGoldrick Fellow—the university’s most prestigious faculty honor. recognized teacher, scholar, lawyer and civil rights advocate, is the 2022-23 McGoldrick Fellow

3: Meet Professor Robert Chang, the 2022-23 Go deeper: McGoldrick Fellow

…Why it matters: Amber.

What they’re saying: “Tops at our school.

degrees,” says Amber.

…understanding life as it was happening … and how it’s applicable to our What they’re saying: Two sisters.

Joining the Class of 2022 will be members of the classes of 2020 and 2021, who will get their chance to walk across the stage since COVID-19

…Top news from Seattle University…

Enhances Success

Why it matters: “The Path to Carbon Neutrality

8. Save the Date for Projects Day Why it matters: 7. The Path to Carbon Neutrality

4. Sit Down with the President What they’re saying: “…Until that plan can be fully implemented, we will Go deeper: Elevation, the official news &

Learn more about Leary’s favorite moments at SU and Go deeper: Elevation, the official news &

Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses will help us create better content for you!